
A NEW LAYER FOR GARDEN LAYERS

The Garden Layers collection, designed by Patricia Urquiola, opened new frontiers for GAN. 
It is the first outdoor collection produced by GAN, which follows the steps of its parent company 
GANDIABLASCO in bringing indoor standards of comfort and design to outdoor spaces. Garden 
Layers, since its launch in 2017, has been recognised with numerous design awards around the globe. 
Now, a new layer is added to the collection.

Two additional elements expand the Garden Layers collection to create an even more comfortable 
and practical space, an Indian bed and side table. The bed is raised off the ground, available in single 
or double options that complement the existing rugs, mattresses and pillows. The side tables enhance 
the collection’s functionality and create multi-purpose surfaces. They are produced in square (60x60cm 
/ 24”x24”) and rectangular (60x90cm / 24”x36”) formats. 

The beds have a powder-coated aluminium frame and are available in three colour combinations: 
Terracotta frame with Gofre terracotta or Tartan terracotta cover, Grey frame with Gofre blue or Tartan 
blue cover or Green frame with Gofre green or Tartan green cover. 

The tables, also made from powder-coated aluminium come in terracotta, grey and green. 
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About Patricia Urquiola:
Born in Oviedo, Patricia Urquiola has lived and worked in Milan for the last 
25 years. She attended the Faculty of Architecture at Madrid’s Polytechnic 
University and subsequently completed her studies at Milan’s Polytechnic 
University where she graduated in 1989 under Achille Castiglioni. She has 
been awarded Designer of the Year by Wallpaper, AD Spain, Elle Deco and 
Architektur und Wohnen magazines, German magazines H.O.M.E. und Häuser 
recognised her as Designer of the Decade 2000-2010. She has also received 
the Red Dot Award and the Chicago Athenaeum Good Design Awards amongst 
others. Her work has been exhibited worldwide. She was the Ambassador of the 
Milan Expo in 2015. 

About GAN:
Founded in late 2008 in order to give an identity to GANDIABLASCO’s line of 
textiles. Maintaining the quality standards of its origins, GAN has managed 
to become an internationally recognized brand with a presence in the world’s 
major cities.

Brand: GAN
Collection: GARDEN LAYERS
Designer: Patricia Urquiola
Year: 2018
Fibre composition: 100% polypropylene
Manufacturing technique: Power loom
Beds and side table frame: Made of thermo-lacquered 
aluminium frame
Dimensions: 90x200x35h cm / 35”x79”x14”h - 150x200x35h 
cm / 60’’x79’’x14’’h. Side table: 60x60x45h cm / 24”x24”x18”h
60x90x35h cm / 24”x35”x14”h
Colour indian beds: Terracotta frame with Gofre terracotta or 
Tartan terracotta cover. Grey frame with Gofre blue or Tartan 
blue cover. Green frame with Gofre green or Tartan green cover

Colour tables: Terracotta, grey & green
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Garden Layers is comprised of rugs, mattresses, roll pillows, cushions and, now, beds and side tables. 
The collection was originally inspired by traditional Mughal culture and architecture, after Urquiola 
visited an exhibition of miniature drawings in India, where GAN’s collections are made by hand. Mughal 
culture celebrated nature and outdoor spaces, gardens and terraces were common spaces to relax and 
talk.

The innovative fabrics and fillings together with the range of patterns and colours, make Garden 
Layers an infinitely adaptable collection where different elements can be mixed and matched in order 
to customise individual outdoor spaces. Garden Layers is also suitable for any climate or season. 
Thanks to its innovative use of materials, the collection can be laid on any type of surface including 
decking, grass, concrete or or even sand.
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